
Camera Bags: Billingham Hadley Digital
 

Billingham Hadley Digital

  

The smallest camera bag in the Hadley range. Will fit two small rangefinder style cameras or a mid-sized DSLR with small or mid-sized lens
attached. Made in England with 3-layer waterproof fabric and real leather. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerBillingham 

Description 

The Billingham Hadley Digital will carry a mid-sized DSLR with lens or even two small mirrorless cameras side by side. It features the Quick
Release System to which Billingham have added solid brass buckles. This means that the Quick Release System allows you to open and close
the bag quickly and securely with one hand and the buckle allows you to fine tune the ‘fit’ of the front pocket.
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Camera Bags: Billingham Hadley Digital
 

The padded inner lid over the main compartment to help keep out rain or snow and a sculpted main flap which protect the bags’ contents from
adverse weather conditions. Further like all Billingham's camera bags, the Hadley Digital is made with 'Stormblock' material FibreNyte fabric that
has been bonded to butyl rubber to ensure maximum weather resistance. Like all Billingham bags, the Hadley Digital is made in England and is
backed by a 5 year manufacturers guarantee.

Almost any mirrorless camera (Sony A7IV, Fujifilm X-T4, Nikon Z6, Canon EOS R, Olympus OM-D E-M1 etc) with small to medium lens
attached. Plus maybe a spare lens too.

Small to Medium DSLR (e.g. Canon 5D or Nikon D750 without battery grip) with one small-to-medium lens attached. If a very small lens is
attached then a another spare lens might be possible too.

- Fits two small mirrorless cameras or a mid-sized DSLR with lens, small or mid-sized lens attached
- Fabric bonded to butyl rubber for the ultimate in weather resistance
- Real full grain leather and brass fixings
- Strong leather side patches for mounting of optional AVEA pockets
- Quick Release System allows the bag to be opened and closed one handed
- 5 year manufacturers guarantee
- Made in England
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